Case report of atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome with retinal arterial and venous occlusion treated with eculizumab
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Abstract: Atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) is a rare disease caused by chronic, uncontrolled activation of the alternative complement pathway, leading to thrombotic microangiopathy. Renal impairment and progression to end-stage renal disease are common in untreated patients with aHUS, and extrarenal manifestations are being increasingly characterized in the literature. Ocular involvement remains rare in aHUS. This report describes a patient with aHUS with bilateral central retinal artery and vein occlusion, vitreous hemorrhage, and blindness in addition to renal impairment. The patient’s hematologic and renal parameters and ocular manifestation improved following initiation of eculizumab therapy.
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Introduction
Atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) is a rare, genetic, progressive disease caused by chronic, uncontrolled alternative complement activation that leads to potentially life-threatening thrombotic microangiopathy (TMA).1–3 aHUS frequently presents abruptly with microangiopathic hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia, and acute renal failure, and up to 79% of patients have permanent renal damage, require dialysis, or die within 3 years of onset.4 Extrarenal TMA events are increasingly characterized as occurring in up to half of all patients,5 although ocular involvement has only been described in rare cases of diagnosed aHUS.6–10 To my knowledge, only two such cases involving bilateral serous retinal detachment6 and bilateral retinal vein occlusion/venous stasis retinopathy10 have been reported since the approval of eculizumab, a terminal complement inhibitor, in 2011 for treatment of aHUS.11,12 Herein, a case of aHUS with bilateral central retinal artery and vein occlusion, vitreous hemorrhage, and blindness that improved following eculizumab therapy is described. The review board at our practice does not require approval or patient consent for publication of case reports.

Case report
The patient was a 26-year-old African American woman with recent history of hospitalization for possible rheumatic fever with pyrexia, polyserositis, cardiac tamponade requiring pericardial drainage, and pericarditis. She presented on July 19, 2013, following 3 days of progressive abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. The patient had recently quit smoking and had family history of mild hypertension but not stroke or clotting disorders. At the time of presentation, the patient was being treated with colchicine 0.6 mg, lisinopril 20 mg, omeprazole 20 mg, pantoprazole 40 mg,
r nitidine 150 mg, and tramadol 50 mg daily; penicillin G 2.5 million units; and albuterol for shortness of breath. Physical findings included tachycardia (112 beats per minute) with 2/6 systolic murmur. Abnormal laboratory levels included severe leukocytosis (41×10^9/L; normal range: 4.5–11.0×10^9/L), hemoglobin (107 g/L; normal range: 140–175 g/L), and serum albumin (28 g/L; normal range: 35–50 g/L). The patient’s serum creatinine level was 53 µmol/L (normal range: 53–106 µmol/L). Urinalysis revealed 1+ protein. The patient complained of severe abdominal and pelvic pain; computed tomography was notable for colitis and stable mild ascites. Sepsis, possibly related to Clostridium difficile colitis, was presumed. She was placed on intravenous metronidazole and fluids, as well as oral vancomycin, and was admitted to the transitional intensive care unit.

The patient received a nephrology consultation 4 days later for potential oliguric acute tubular necrosis, and possibly vasculitis, in the setting of sepsis. Her serum creatinine level increased from 53 to 159 µmol/L. Her leukocyte count increased to 60×10^9/L and platelet count decreased from 235×10^9/L to 71×10^9/L (normal range: 150–350×10^9/L) with a stable hemoglobin level. The patient was prepped for investigations for vasculitis, including percutaneous renal biopsy. However, upon further evaluation, it was discovered that the patient had new-onset anemia and clear hemolytic anemia with schistocytes present on peripheral smear. Her lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) level was elevated (3.69 µkat/L) and a diagnosis of thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) was presumed. The patient initiated high-dose steroids and daily plasma exchange (PE). An ADAMTS13 (a disintegrin and metalloproteinase with a thrombospondin type 1 motif, member 13) level was drawn 3 days following initiation of PE and, thus, was inconclusive.

After 13 days, the patient was transferred, continued to receive daily PE, and dialysis and mycophenolate mofetil were initiated. She developed a seizure disorder, for which levetiracetam was initiated. After reporting vision loss during which she was only able to see light and faint color, significant bilateral retinal damage including disc, macular, and retinal hemorrhages in all four quadrants to the mid-periphery was identified and presumed irreversible. Interventions including vitrectomy and injection of vascular endothelial growth factor inhibitors were considered but not performed. The patient was discharged to receive dialysis and PE three times weekly in an outpatient setting and continued follow-up with a retinal specialist for bilateral central artery and vein occlusion, vitreous hemorrhage, and blindness with a best-noted acuity of 1–2 feet.

By September 2, 2013, the patient received PE every other day and dialysis three times weekly with no improvement. Her ADAMTS13 activity level was determined to be 61%. A diagnosis of aHUS was considered and eculizumab was initiated on September 11, 2013. Shortly afterward, her renal indices began to improve: she had little interdialytic weight gain and increased urinary output. Hemodialysis and PE were discontinued in October 2013. The patient presented to the emergency department with a hypertensive emergency and altered mental status on October 27, 2014, indicating a potential TMA complication; subsequently, the eculizumab dosing schedule was shortened from 14 to 12 days.

On June 30, 2014 (last follow-up), the retinal specialist noted that her eyes were clearing and did not plan any additional therapies. The patient acknowledged improvement in sight and functional status, and walked without assistance. She continues to receive eculizumab 1,200 mg every 12 days. Her most recent laboratory tests on July 2, 2014, included a platelet count of 527×10^9/L, normal hemoglobin and LDH levels, and a serum creatinine level of 139 µmol/L.

**Discussion**

As far as I am aware, this is one of the first cases of aHUS associated with bilateral retinal vascular occlusion, and one of the first with renal and ocular involvement to be treated with eculizumab. Supportive care with PE was not effective in this patient, and led to the development of bilateral ocular TMA. Improvement in renal function and resolution of the ocular occlusions and vitreous hemorrhage occurred following initiation of eculizumab therapy, which has been shown to inhibit complement-mediated TMA and be well tolerated in patients with aHUS in four prospective clinical trials. Importantly, administration of eculizumab also led to discontinuation of PE and dialysis, as well as patient-reported improvement in overall functional status, in the current case.

It is worth noting that the patient in this case had positive outcomes with eculizumab despite a delay in diagnosis. TTP was initially presumed and then aHUS was considered when ADAMTS13 testing results became available and the patient’s renal function and ocular manifestation did not improve with PE. Diagnosis of aHUS, and particularly differential diagnosis with TTP, can be complex in adults. Recent guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of aHUS state that certain laboratory values at the time of TMA are
highly suggestive of aHUS compared with TTP, including serum creatinine levels >200 µmol/L and platelet counts >30x10^9/L. These findings allow clinicians to anticipate the outcome of ADAMTS13 activity testing. Recent recommendations include initiation of eculizumab therapy in all patients in whom an aHUS diagnosis is suspected. Testing for complement gene abnormalities is not required for diagnosis, and was not performed for this patient. Levels of complement components were tested throughout the course of this patient’s follow-up and were always normal, which is consistent with findings from a large case series of patients with aHUS.

Dysregulation of the alternative pathway of complement has been previously implicated in retinal pathophysiology. For example, variants in the gene encoding complement factor H have been associated with the development of age-related macular degeneration. The Y402H haplotype has been shown to confer particular risk, and analyses of protein structure and function suggest a causal link between the polymorphism and development of this ocular disease. Because the patient in the current case has not undergone genetic testing, it is not possible to speculate whether polymorphisms/mutations in the gene encoding complement factor H may have contributed to this patient’s retinal pathogenesis.

There are rare reports of ocular manifestations of aHUS from the pre-eculizumab era. More recent publications have chronicled the development and resolution of ocular manifestations in aHUS patients since the availability of eculizumab. A case study of a patient with preeclampsia and HELLP (hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, and low platelet count) syndrome who developed thrombocytopenia, elevated liver enzymes, and progressive renal failure demonstrated bilateral retinal serous detachment following diagnosis of aHUS and initiation of PE, dialysis, and steroids. Following initiation of eculizumab therapy, the hematologic, renal, and ocular components of her TMA manifestation resolved. Most recently, the first case of recurrent ocular involvement in pediatric aHUS was reported. An 11-year-old girl was diagnosed with aHUS following a TMA manifestation with renal impairment, and received plasma and red blood cell infusions and hemodialysis. Following discontinuation of hemodialysis, decreased visual acuity caused by bilateral retinal vein occlusion/venous stasis retinopathy occurred. The ocular involvement resolved after 3 weeks of supportive care, although the patient developed sudden-onset diplopia and bilateral optic disc edema during another TMA manifestation that was treated with systemic steroids.

Infectious diseases often precede onset or a manifestation of aHUS. Thus, complement dysregulation may have been preceded by C. difficile colitis in this patient. In addition to the ocular event, other nonrenal symptoms experienced by this patient may have been part of her TMA manifestations. Extrarenal involvement, including central nervous system, cardiovascular, peripheral vascular and skin, pulmonary, gastrointestinal, skeletal muscle, and connective tissue, is increasingly being identified and characterized in patients with aHUS, and it has been recommended that clinicians increase their alertness to the possibility of TMA manifestations in almost any organ system. Such extrarenal or multisystemic TMA is thought to occur in up to 48% of patients, with neurologic and cardiovascular involvement being most common. In this case, the patient presented with gastrointestinal symptoms (ie, abdominal pain, vomiting, and diarrhea) and later developed seizures, altered mental status, and hypertensive crisis, which have been associated with aHUS. Thus, it is possible that my patient’s disease course included more organ systems than the identified renal and ocular manifestations. Effects of eculizumab on extrarenal manifestations of aHUS were not evaluated in the clinical trials. However, case studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of eculizumab for resolution of confirmed or suspected neurologic, cardiovascular, peripheral vascular, pulmonary, gastrointestinal, and skin manifestations of the disease.

Conclusion

Ocular involvement in aHUS is rare, but ophthalmologic examinations should occur promptly in patients with relevant signs/symptoms. Clinicians also should consider monitoring of ophthalmologic health for all patients with aHUS, particularly those with complement factor H mutations/polymorphisms that have been associated with ocular diseases. This case report provides additional evidence for the effectiveness of eculizumab in resolving ocular manifestations in aHUS patients. Ongoing eculizumab therapy has been demonstrated to maintain improvements in hematologic values, renal function, and quality of life in clinical studies in patients with aHUS. To prevent additional ocular, renal, and extrarenal manifestations of TMA, this patient will be treated with lifelong eculizumab therapy.
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